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a b s t r a c t

The kinetics of aggregation of non Brownian magnetizable particles in the presence of
a magnetic field is studied both theoretically and by means of computer simulations. A
theoretical approach is based on a system of Smoluchowski equations for the distribution
function of the number of particles in linear chain-like aggregates. Results obtained in the
two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D) models are analyzed in relation with the
size of the cell, containing the particles, and the particle volume fraction ϕ. The theoretical
model reproduces the change of the aggregation kinetics with the size of the cell and with
the particle volume fraction as long as the lateral aggregation of chains is negligible.

The simulations show that lateral aggregation takes place when, roughly, ϕ2D > 5% and
ϕ3D > 1.5%.

Dependence of the average size of the chains with time can be described by a power
law; the corresponding exponent decreases with the particle volume fraction in relation
with the lateral aggregation.

In the 3D simulations, dense labyrinthine-like structures, aligned along the applied
field, are observed when the particle concentration is high enough (ϕ3D > 5%).

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Suspensions of micron-sized magnetizable particles in non magnetic liquids (magnetorheological suspensions, MRS)
attract considerable interest from researchers and engineers due to a rich set of unique physical properties, valuable for
many modern technologies. An overview of the physics of these systems as well as their practical applications can be found
in Ref. [1].

Without a magnetic field MRSs behave like ordinary suspensions of solid particles. When an MRS is subjected to an
external magnetic field, the particles are magnetized and, under the action of the magnetic forces, form heterogeneous
aggregates—linear chains anddense bulk clusters. The formation of these aggregates changes dramatically themacroscopical
properties of MRS. For example, under an applied magnetic field the effective viscosity of MRS can increase up to several
orders of magnitude. When the aggregates entirely fill the chamber (channel) containing the suspension and bond its
opposite boundaries, the rheological behavior of the MRS changes from viscous to quasi elastic as long as the applied stress
remains lower than the so called yield stress. Simultaneously the electrical conductivity of MRS increases significantly.

Practical applications of magnetic suspensions depend on the rate of change of their properties after application of the
magnetic field. This is why the study of the growing rate of the aggregates is important for the prediction of the response
time of MRS. To the best of our knowledge, the first model of the kinetics of evolution of the chain lengths in the systems of
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magnetizable particles has been developed by M. Doi et al. [2]. In this hierarchical theory all the aggregates have the same
size at a given time, which is a quite crude approximation. Nevertheless thismodel takes into account that the force between
two aggregates depends on their respective size and also that the average distance between aggregates increases during the
aggregation process. Several numerical simulations have focused on the exponent of the growth of the chain average size
l with time: l(t) ∝ tα and have found α between 0.5 and 0.7; the last limit corresponds to the case where dipolar forces
dominate Brownian forces [3,4]. A detailed analysis of the power law exponents was carried out both by Brownian dynamics
simulation and experimentally, for large box sizes with energy of the dipole–dipole interaction of the particles being be-
tween two and three order of magnitude larger than the thermal energy kT [5]. No clear evolution was seen in this range of
dipolar forces; on the other hand the exponent α increased with the volume fraction. The analysis of the continuum version
of the Smoluchowski equations in the presence of the dipolar forces has been investigated in Ref. [6] with a chain diffusion
coefficient inversely proportional to the length of the chains; some analytical form for the size distribution function was
obtained in this work. A model of aggregation of Brownianmagnetic particles in linear chains has been developed in Ref. [7]
on the basis of the Smoluchowski equations for the distribution function of the number of particles in the chain. The results
of this model are in good agreement with experiments. Nevertheless the theoretical results were determined through the
assumption that the Brownian motion strongly affects the kinetics of the chain formation. At the same time, in many cases
the effect of Brownian motion in MRS is negligible because the energy of magnetic interaction between the micron-sized
particles is usually several orders of magnitude larger than the thermal energy kT .

Recently an analytical model of the kinetics of the chain formation in a system of magnetizable non Brownian particles
has been developed. [8]. This model is based on the usual system of the Smoluchowski equations for the density of chains
of a given length. The size distribution functions obtained from the numerical solution of these equations reproduces well
the distribution obtained from the computer simulations.

In this work we present results of computer simulations and of analytical modeling of aggregation in MRS. Both, 2D and
3D systems are considered. The effect of the size of the cell, containing the MRS, on the aggregation kinetics is studied.

The organization of this work is the following: in the next part we present the main features of the analytical model. In
Section 3 we present the model used for the computer simulations. The comparison between the analytical and computer
results is presented in Section 4 for 2D simulations and in Section 5 for 3D simulations. Computer simulations show that
the particles form linear chains when their volume concentration is low enough (about 1%–2%). When the concentration of
the particles exceeds some threshold magnitude, dense bulk structures appear instead of the linear chains. The evolution of
this system of thick clusters is studied in Section 6

2. Analytical model of the chain growth

The details of the analytical model were described in Ref. [8]. Here we will briefly recall the main points of this model.
We consider a suspension of non Brownian magnetizable particles in a flat gap. The system is subjected to a homogeneous
magnetic field H perpendicular to the gap boundary.We suppose that, under the field action, the particles coalesce uniquely
in linear chains aligned along the field. It should be stressed that the appearance of any branched or bulk aggregates is
ignored in this model. That is why it is restricted to suspensions of relatively low volume fraction.

Let us denote the number of n-particle chains per unit volume of the system as gn. Our aim is to determine the evolution
of this function with time.

In the framework of the Smoluchowski equations, the evolution of the chain population can be represented by the
following system of kinetics equations:

dgn
dt

=
1
2

n−1
k=1

αn−k,kgn−kgk − gn
N−n
l=1

αn,lgl. (1)

Here αnl-is a matrix of kinetics coefficient for the transformation of two chains of n- and l-particles into a chain with (n+ l)
particles, N is the maximal number of particles that a chain can contain; N is determined by the gap thickness. According to
their physical meaning, the coefficient αnl must be symmetrical with respect to the indexes n and l. Taking this into account
one can show that Eq. (1) automatically satisfies the condition of the particle number conservation:

N
n=1

ngn = const = φ/V

where V is the volume of a particle, and ϕ is the total volume fraction of the particles. For the kinetic coefficients αmn we
will use the following estimate, suggested in Ref. [8]:

αkn =


S∗
attr

v∗

r dS, (2)

where

v∗

r =


vr, vr ≤ 0
0, vr > 0
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and

vr =
βkn

4πµ0

m
d
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r − d cos θ

r2 sin2 θ + (r cos θ − d)2
 3

2
−

r + d(k + n − 1) cos θ
r2 sin2 θ + (r cos θ + d(k + n − 1))2

 3
2

+
r − d(k − 1) cos θ

r2 sin2 θ + (r cos θ + d(k − 1))2
 3

2
+

r − d(n − 1) cos θ
r2 sin2 θ + (r cos θ + d(n − 1))2

 3
2

 . (3)

The velocity vr is the product of a chain mobility times the magnetic force of interaction between two chains. This force
corresponds to an interaction between equivalent charges located at the extremity of the two interacting chains (see details
in Refs. [1,8]).

Here m is the magnetic moment of a particle, estimated below, d the diameter of the particle, r the distance between
centers of two particles situated on the nearest extremities of two interacting chains, µ0 the magnetic permeability of
vacuum, and βkn is a coefficient of mutual hydrodynamical mobility of two chains. In Ref. [8] this parameter has been taken
as follows:

βkn = (βk + βn) βl =
1

16πη


χl + d2l2γl


(4)

χl =


∞

0

dλ
∆l(λ)

γl =


∞

0

dλ
(ld + λ) ∆l(λ)

∆l (λ) =


(l2d2 + λ)(d2 + λ)(d2 + λ).

In Eq. (2) we integrate over the surface S of two half spheres with a radius r equal to the mean distance between the chain
extremities (see, discussion of this integration in Ref. [8]). These half spheres, located near both extremities of the chain,
correspond to areas of attraction between the chains and exclude their lateral aggregation. The simplest estimate for the
distance r has the following form [8]:

r ≈ R = dϕ−1/3/2. (5)

It was shown in Ref. [8] that for the 2D case an approximation like the one of Eq. (5) leads to quite reasonable estimates of
gn when the particle surface concentration does not exceed one–two per cent.

For a maximal simplification of the calculations we neglect the effect of magnetic interaction between particles on
their magnetic moments. Under the assumption of a constant permeability µp of the particle, we have for the magnetic
moment [9]:

m =
πµ0d3

2
µp − 1
µp + 2

H (6)

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability.
Assuming that, at the onset of aggregation, all particles are isolated, we have the following initial conditions for Eq. (1)

t = 0, gn =
1
V

ϕδn1. (7)

Here δn1 is the Koneke symbol.
The Eqs. (1)–(7) can be solved numerically.

3. Computer simulations

We consider a system of identical magnetic spheres. The magnetic moment of each particle in the computer simulation,
like in the analytical model, is given by Eq. (6). In the simulation we take into account magnetic interactions between all
particles but ignore hydrodynamical interactions between them.

Neglecting inertia, the equation of motion of the ith particle is:

dri
dt

=
1

3πηd


j≠i

(Fi,jm + Fi,jst )


. (8)

Here ri is the position of the ith particle, Fi,jm and Fi,jst are the magnetic and sterical forces of interaction between the ith and
jth particles, η is viscosity of the carrier liquid.

Approximation (8) means that the hydrodynamical mobility of the particle in the chain is the same as the mobility of
the single particle. This approximation is frequently used in computer simulations of MRS (see, for example, Refs. [10,11]).
Analysis shows that this approximation does not lead to serious quantitative errors.
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In the framework of the dipole–dipole interaction, the radial and tangential components of the magnetic force can be
calculated as:

F i,j
m,r =

3mimj

4πµ0

1 − 3 cos2 θ

r4i,j
(9)

F i,j
m,θ = −

3mimj

4πµ0

2 sin θ cos θ

r4i,j
.

Here ri,j is the distance between the particle centers, mi and mj are their magnetic moments, θ is the angle between the
applied field H and the radius vector rij.

The short range sterical force between particles preventing their overlapping was applied when the distance between
their centers was lower than the diameter (rij ≤ d). This force makes the particles leave the region of the interpenetration
during one time step. At the same time, the force of magnetic attraction was equated to zero. As soon as the particles
separated under the repulsion force (rij > d), we put this force equal to zero and reintroduce the magnetic force.

4. Results of 2D simulation and the effect of the cell size

We took advantage of the 2D geometry to explore the long time behavior where asymptotic laws are known for the
size distribution and for the growth of the average size of the clusters with time. For those 2D simulations, we used
periodical boundary conditions in the direction perpendicular to the field (lateral dimension) to avoid boundaries effects.
The dipolar moment of the particles is constant and the magnetic interactions are computed for distance up to the cell size.
The simulations were carried for 4 different surface fractions (3.5%, 5.6%, 7%, 8.9%) and two different sizes of the box; the
lateral dimension (width) is 62.5 particles diameters in all cases and the height is either 62.5 or 31.25 particles diameters.

The average chain length, is ld, the mean number l of the particles in the chain by definition can be calculated as:

l(t) =


k
k nk(t)

k
nk(t)

. (10)

Here nk(t) is the number of chains containing k particles. The results of the computer simulations have been adjusted by the
power law l(t) ∝ tγ . The exponent γ allows us to predict the growth of the average chain size with time.

The asymptotic behavior of the size distribution and the exponent γ can be deduced from the scaling behavior of the
kinetic coefficient αij, which is proportional to the relative velocity vij of two chains of respective size i and j diameters,
times the capture surface: αij = vijSij [12]. The relative velocity vij is given by the product of the relative mobility, which
is proportional to 1/i + 1/j, by the force between two aggregates which is proportional to m2/R2

ij [1]. The surface Sij being
proportional to R2

ij in 3D and to Rij in 2D cases respectively, we end up with the following relations for the exponent γ [13]:

αi,j ∝


1
i +

1
j


and αλi,λj = λ−1αi,j = λ2ωαi,j ⇒ γ =

1
1−2ω =

1
2 in 3D

αi,j ∝


1
i +

1
j


1
Rij

and αλi,λj = λ−3/2αi,j = λ2ωαi,j ⇒ γ =
1

1−2ω =
2
5 in 2D.

Where λ and 2 ω are the self similarity multiplier and exponent; the last is equal here to −1 and to −3/2 in 3D and 2D
cases respectively.

In this last equation it is assumed that, as in Ref. [2], the average distance Rii between two aggregates of size i is given

by : Rii ∝ d


i
φ

1/2
. Nevertheless we are not dealing with a hierarchical model where all the chains have the same size at a

given moment of time and we are looking for Rij and not Rii. An ansatz was to take Rij ∝ (max(i, j))1/2 [8] which gives also
the exponent 2/5 in 2D. It is worth noting that the Doi theory [2] predicts the same exponents, that is to say 1/2 in 3D and
2/5 in 2D.

In Fig. 1 we have plotted the comparison between the results of the numerical simulation and the result of the analytical
equations for the two different sizes of the box and the lowest surface fraction φ = 3.54%. The dimensionless time τ is
defined as: τ = 2µ0H2

η
t , where H is the magnetic field in the cell. In our simulations the relation between the dipole m and

the field H is given by Eq. (6) in the limit µp ≫ 1.
The average length of the chains is equal to the average number of particles per chains (10) multiplied by the particle

diameter. This is true as long as lateral aggregation of the chains is negligible, since in the absence of Brownian motion
the chains of particles are perfectly straight so detecting the length of the clusters is equivalent to detecting the number of
particles in the cluster.

The two curves with a staircase shape are the results of numerical simulations. The lower one corresponds to the height
of 31 diameters for the simulation box and the upper one to 62 diameters. Each curve is the average of three simulations.

The continuous solid lines are the respective results of the kinetic equation (1). It appears that this equation reproduces
quite well the numerical simulation except for the smallest sizes. This is understandable since the model of interactions
between equivalent charges at the extremity of the chains (Eq. (3)) is rather poor for the shortest chains.
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Fig. 1. Average length of chains (in number of particles) vs. the dimensionless time for a surface fraction φ = 3.54%. Blue and green stands respectively
for a box of height h = 31 and 62 of the particle diameters respectively. The staircase shape is the numerical simulation result and the continuous line is
the solution of Eq. (1) The purple solid line is the solution of Eq. (1) for a box of height 124 diameters. The upper black line is the 2D version of See and Doi
theory [2]. Finally the tiny red curve is the fit of the simulation h = 62 by a power law for l < 15.

Fig. 2. Average dimensionless length of the chains vs. the dimensionless time for the particle surface fraction φ = 8.91%. Blue and green lines stand
respectively for a box of 31 particle diameter and 62 diameters. The staircase shape is the numerical simulation result and the solid line is the solution of
Eq. (1). The purple solid line is the solution of Eq. (1) for a box of height 124 diameters. The black solid line is the 2D version of the model [2]. Finally, the
tiny red curve is the fit of the simulation with h = 62 by a power law for l(τ ) < 20.

The growth of the average size with time is rather quickly sensitive to the size of the box; for instance the blue curves
corresponding to a box of 31 diameters begin to diverge from the green ones corresponding to 62 diameters at approximately
7–8 diameters, that is to saywhen the average size is about 25% of the box height. The same remark holds whenwe compare
the result of Eq. (1) between 124 and 62 diameters: it begins at about 15 diameterswhich is still 25% of the size of the smallest
box. It corresponds to the situation where, in the smaller box, the size of the largest aggregates reach between 1/3 and 1/2
of the size of the box, thus limiting the possibility of end to end aggregation. If we are looking for the power law behavior,
we have to take into account that it should hold only for infinite system, so it can only be deduced from a fit on the first part
of the curve; for instance for n < 15 concerning the simulation with a height of 62 diameters. The result is presented as the
red curve in Fig. 1 and corresponds to the equation: l(τ ) = 1+ 0.003τ 0.696. Nowwe can use the result of Eq. (1) for a height
of 124 diameters and fit the curve for n(t) < 30; in this case the fit gives n(τ ) = 1+ 0.00076τ 0.8. We see that the exponent
of the power law can depend of the size of the box. In any event we are far from the exponent 2/5 that is predicted by the
standard theory. This is not completely surprising because this exponent is only valid if the kinetic coefficient presents an
homothetic relation versus the size of the chains, which is satisfied if the length of the chains is large enough to keep only
the first term in Eq. (3).

The upper curve in Fig. 1 is the one predicted by the hierarchical model [2] which follows the law:

l(τ ) = φ3/5 (25/2−1)
42/5

τ 2/5. This theory clearly strongly overestimates the initial growth of the chains.
For the higher surface fraction (φ = 8.91%), the results of the chain average size versus time are presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Log–Log plot of the average size of clusters for the particle surface φ = 3.54% and the two heights h = 31 (blue square), h = 62 (green dot).

Fig. 4. Long time exponent of the law l(τ ) = Aτ γ obtained by numerical simulation vs. the surface fraction; red lozenge h = 62; blue square h = 31.

Increasing the concentration enhances the dependence of the results on the box height—the difference between the
curves for the heights h = 31 and h = 62 in Fig. 2 is more significant than the one in Fig. 1. Agreement between the
computer simulations and the solution of the Eq. (1) is rather good.

However, the decrease of the chain growth rate is faster in the kinetic equation than in the simulation; this is due to the
lateral aggregation of chains which is not taken into account in the Eq. (1).

The lateral aggregation contributes to increase the number of the largest chains and actually is responsible for the perco-
lation of chains between the two sides of the box. This aspect is discussed in the next section devoted to the 3D simulations
andwill be studied inmore details in a futurework. Coming back to the power law for l(τ ), when the fit is realized for l < 20,
where the simulation begins to diverge from the analytical result with h = 124, we obtain: l(τ ) = 1 + 0.108τ 0.48 showing
a large decrease of the exponent when the volume fraction increases. Nevertheless this result is still dependant on the box
height, and if the analytical result for h = 124 is adjusted by a power lawwith l < 30, we find l(τ ) = 1+0.018τ 0.65. Finally
the hierarchical model (solid black line) with a power 2/5 is rather close to the simulation result for h = 62 but it does not
mean a lot. Actually, since this model does not take into account the box size its prediction should be above the analytical
result corresponding to h = 124.

Previous values of the parameters of the l(τ ) power law were obtained fitting the data from τ = 0 to a maximum time
such that the average size is approximately 1/4 of the box size. It is more usual to calculate the power law exponent on the
linear part of a Log–Log plot. In the Fig. 3 we show the Log–Log plot of the results presented in Fig. 1 on a longer time scale.

The linear part corresponding to a power lawbegins approximately above l = 5. The corresponding exponents are plotted
in Fig. 4 for the two heights h = 31 and h = 62 particles diameter. Some results of fit of the parameters A and γ of the law
l(τ ) = Aτ γ are given in the Table 1.

We see here a decrease of the exponent γ with the volume fraction. This decrease can be interpreted by the formation
of double chains or clusters of chains formed by lateral aggregation. In this case the length of the chain is growing slower
than the number of particles in the chain, which explains this decrease with the volume fraction. The other point is that the
largest box (red stars) shows a larger exponent than the smallest one (blue square). As discussed previously the influence
of the size of the box, which is to decrease the size of the chains, is felt as soon as the average length is above one quarter
of the box size and explains this difference of exponent. Nevertheless, for applications like pressure sensors based on the
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Fig. 5. Average overlap between two chains versus time; n/l is the number of particles inside a cluster divided by its length and averaged on all cluster
sizes.

Table 1
Values of the parameter A and γ corresponding to the Fig. 4.

φ γ (h = 31) A (h = 31) γ (h = 62) A (h = 31)

0.035 0.57 0.0105 0.67 0.004
0.056 0.54 0.0305 0.69 0.007
0.07 0.51 0.054 0.60 0.0235
0.089 0.39 0.24 0.48 0.105

conductivity of chains of particles [14] the time needed to obtain a percolation between the opposite sides of the cell is the
quantity of interest and it is worth noting that at time τ = 40000 the average chain length respective to the size of the box
is l/h = 0.69 for h = 61 and l/h = 0.84 for h = 31. It means that, as expected intuitively, the percolation time decreases
with the size of the box. Nevertheless this decrease is not as strong as expected because a chain of size kd can only connect
end by end with a chain of length jd < hd − kd and side by side aggregation will in practice play the preponderant role
for the realization of the percolation between the two sides of the cell. This side by side aggregation can be quantified by
dividing the number of particles inside the aggregate by its length. When this number is larger than unity it means that we
have lateral aggregation and the difference with unity measures the proportion of particles belonging to double chains. This
is plotted versus time in Fig. 5 for the highest area fraction φ = 8.9%.

Note that the situation for an intermediate area fraction φ = 4.5%was completely different since we did not observe any
overlap. We see clearly an increase with time of this lateral aggregation and it is more pronounced for the larger cell. This
is due to the fact that a lateral aggregation between two chains is dictated by the interaction between equivalent charges
at their extremities, so they need to be shifted by at least one half of their length to attract each other. This situation is less
and less possible for small heights of the cell where the walls block the possibility to have this shift.

5. Results of 3D simulations and comparison with analytical model

We have used about 6000–12000 particles in the computer simulations and solved numerically Eq. (8) for all particles.
At the onset of the simulations a random particle distribution has been created. The time step has been chosen so that
the particle displacement for a given step would not exceed d/20. The particles are situated in a parallelepiped region with
boundaries impenetrable for the particles. Because of the low concentration of the particles, the demagnetizing shape effects
of the gap are weak. It allows us neglect them, assuming that the field in the parallelepiped equals to the applied field.

Some results of our simulations for the systems with small concentrations of the particles are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7.
The viscosity of the carrier liquid, size of the particles and the magnetic field correspond to experiments made with nickel
particles that we are currently doing in order to test this model.

Results of the analytical model and computer simulations are in reasonable agreement. Therefore this analytical model
can be applied, at least for a first estimation of the chain formation in magnetic suspension with small concentration when
only linear aggregates appear in the suspension. As for 2D case we have fitted our results for the average size of the chains
(in diameter or equivalently in number of particles) versus time l = 1 + Ctγ (here the time is in second and not in the
reduced units). As in the 2D case the exponent γ decreases when the particles volume fraction ϕ increases above 1% and
more strongly above 1.5%. Like in the case of the 2D aggregation the decrease of γ with ϕ can be explained by the lateral
aggregation of the chains. (See Table 2.)
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Fig. 6. Relative number Φ =
ngnV

ϕ
of particles in the chains vs. number n of particles in the chains. Volume of the particles is ϕ = 0.014; dimensionless

thickness of the gap h = 50; viscosity of the carrier liquid is 20 Pa sec. Magnetic induction is 16.5 mT. Black line—calculations using the analytical model
(1); dots—results of computer modeling, averaged over four simulations. The error bar is shown. Elapsed time after the field was switched on: t = 450 s.

Fig. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 for time t = 900 s.

Table 2
The parameters of the law l = 1+Ctγ for a cubic box
with the sizes 50 × 50 × 50 of the particle diameter.

ϕ(%) γ C

0.5 0.753814 0.0223627
0.75 0.807047 0.0267223
1 0.774925 0.0491677
1.25 0.728957 0.0835969
1.5 0.707 0.115781
2 0.631208 0.252217

6. Formation of thick clusters

Actually when the volume concentration of the particles ϕ does not exceed 1.5%, almost only linear chains are observed
in our simulations. Increasing the particle concentration leads to the appearance of bulk clusters. Some of these clusters are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig. 10 illustrates the evolution of the internal structures in the plane of the gap, i.e. perpendicular to the applied field
direction.

In this plane the projection the structures have a labyrinth-like shape. This feature of the dense structures in systems
of polar non Brownian particles has been noted in computer simulations [10]. Experimentally the irregular branch and
labyrinth-like structures in thin layers of MRS have been observed, for example, in Ref. [15]. It should be noted that in layers
of suspensions of magnetic nano-sized particles (ferrofluids) subjected to intensive Brownian motion, the structures, that
appear when a field is applied, are usually rather cylindrical, with quite regular shape (see photos, for example, in Ref. [16]).
The principal difference between structures in ferrofluids andMRS is that in the ferrofluids the particles, due to the Brownian
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Fig. 8. Screenshot of the system of the particles in a gap which thickness h = 400. Magnetic field is applied in vertical direction, in the plane of the Figure.
Volume concentration of particles ϕ = 0.05; time after the field was switched on : a—t = 4 s; b—t = 10 s; c—t = 50 s.

Fig. 9. Same as in Fig. 8 when the particle volume concentration ϕ = 0.1.

Fig. 10. Evolution of internal structures in suspension with volume fraction of particles ϕ = 0.05. View in a plane perpendicular to the field. Thickness of
the gap h = 400; (a) at the moment when the field is switched on; (b) after t = 50 s; (c) after t = 200 s.

motion, can achieve thermodynamically equilibrium disposition. In MRSs the non Brownian particles are ‘‘frozen’’ in some
local energy minimums.

We have also investigated the effect of the gap thickness on the features of the internal structures. Our observations show
that, like in the 2D case, if the gap thickness is relatively small, only linear chains take place in the system. Increase of this
size of the gap leads to appearance of the bulk branched aggregates.

Summary

Amodel for the kinetics of chain formation in amagnetorheological suspension confined between twowalls is presented.
Mathematically thismodel is based on the systemof the Smoluchowski equations for the distribution function of the number
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of particles in the chain. Thismodel well reproduces the results of computer simulation of the aggregates growth in confined
cells as long as the volume fraction of particles remains low enough to avoid lateral aggregation between the chains. Analysis
shows that the dependence of themean size of the chain on time can be fitted by a power law. The parameters of this power
function are sensitive to the gap size and to the particle concentration. The lateral aggregation of chains, which is significant
when the particle concentration is high enough, provokes a decrease of the exponent of the power law. Furthermore when
the particle volume fraction exceeds =, approximately 5%, dense aggregates with labyrinthine structures are observed in the
simulations.

In the model as well as in computer simulations the particles are not supposed to be attracted by the walls of the cell.
However inmany experimental situations this attraction takes place.We are nowplanning to study aggregation inmagnetic
suspensions when the particles are attracted to the cell walls.
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